Food service copes with crowding

(Continued from page 1)

Brammer pointed out that MIT Food Services need to close on the weekend to encourage students to eat off-campus.

Meat plans altered

MIT is starting its new meat plan system, in which all students with required meal plans will pay the same amount. In the past, freshmen paid the most and seniors the least. Ledwick said the new system is more equitable.

"While there are now fewer actual choices for initial meal plans, Ledwick said there were in effect "an infinite" number of plans. In the past, students had to increase from one plan to the next. But new plans can be raised in $25 increments.

Ledwick said that ARA was "trying to provide enough opportunities" for students on required meal plans to spend their money in spite of the renovations. A $25 fee is being imposed on continuing students who want to receive a refund for unused meal plan money between fall and spring terms. Brammer said ARA will carry the unused balance over to the spring term at no cost. This measure was being implemented to deter students from simply using their meat plan as a bank. MIT had, in the past, absorbed the administrative cost of refunding unused balances. The revenue from this fee will not go to food service, Brammer said.

Price increases needed

ARA increased its prices over this summer only to bring rates up to market value, Ledwick said. He assured that the prices were still cheaper than those of surrounding commercial establishments and pointed out that MIT pays the same wages as these establishments.

Ledwick also explained that ARA could not afford to sell "bottom-end" sandwiches at such cheap prices. Prices of sand-"}

MIT to choose vendors for new Student Center

(Continued from page 1)

more space than he would like to allocate. He said a full restaurant would be considered; otherwise, the planned ice cream parlor might occupy this location.

Immerman is also deciding who should run stores as part of MIT's new Student Center. Security plans will continue throughout the year. The Campus Police have made patrols in the Student Center, Im- merman said. Security plans will
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